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The 4 Star Midleton Park Hotel, a member of The
Talbot Collection, is located in the bustling East Cork
town of Midleton. They were getting excessive water
utility bills and wanted to improve their water
management as they never had any visibility over
their water usage.

As a high-quality hospitality service, it was extremely
important to find a solution which improves water,
energy, sustainability, time savings and an overall
improvement in water management. Midleton Park
Hotel approached SMART FLOW for efficient water
management. After one hour of installation, SMART
FLOW was able to identify a major hidden leak within
the building. This was promptly located and resolved
by the hotel’s maintenance team. This saved the
hotel- 100,000 Litres per day which will add up to a
savings of 36.5 Million litres of water per year. The
cost savings will be €91,000 per year.

“As Group Sustainability Manager of The
Talbot Collection, water conservation was
one of my main concerns in our Hotels.
We highlighted our issues with water
usage in one of our Cork-based
properties, Midleton Park Hotel. SMART
FLOW  identified the issues and provided
the insights to resolve them. Along with
providing us with full visibility of our water
usage. From the initial demo call, through
installation to resolving problems, the
SMART FLOW team was quick, efficient
and professional. After achieving superb
results, we are expanding SMART FLOW
across all properties in The Talbot
Collection.”
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